
Neighbourhood Watch News – June 2015 
 

Wycombe District Neighbourhood Watch Association – Annual General Meeting 
 
I was pleased to see some representation from Flackwell Heath at the AGM held on April 14th.  After the 
formal business of the meeting, the Rt. Hon. Dominic Grieve QC gave a fascinating talk about the role of the 
Attorney General, a position he held for over 4 years. His talk was followed by Acting Assistant Chief 
Constable (Crime) Richard List (Thames Valley Police) who described the various forms of cyber crime and 
the effects these were having on individuals, the economy and the world in general.  However, it is 
encouraging to note that we can reduce our risk of exposure to cybercrime by up to 80% by implementing 
some relatively simple safeguards. 
 
Reducing your exposure to Cybercrime. 
 
The following is a list of the various forms of cybercrime that we are potentially at risk from: 
 

1. Trojans 
2. Viruses 
3. Botnets 
4. Hoax E-Mails 
5. Phishing 
6. Identity Theft 
7. Cyber Bullying 
8. Trolling 

 
For more detailed information, visit: 
 

http://www.knowthenet.org.uk/knowledge-centre/ 
 

Spring into Action: Protect your sheds and outbuildings. 
 
In a recent Thames Valley Alert, the police put forward some very useful tips towards improving the security 
of our property, particularly our garden sheds and other outbuildings.  They are certainly worth repeating: 

 Make access to areas where sheds and outbuildings are located as difficult as possible – lock all side 
and rear gates using a bolt and padlock or hasp and staple lock and make sure fencing/hedging is 
secure. Prickly plants can be used around the fence line to deter access. 

 Install passive security lighting (PIR) in gardens. 
 Keep sheds, garage and outbuilding locked with good quality locks - padlock alarms are available 

from hardware shops – and NHWatch - that sound if any attempt is made to tamper with it. 
 Consider putting bars on the windows of sheds etc. to prevent break-ins. Cover accessible windows 

with eg. curtain netting, to restrict visual examination of the shed contents. 
 Strengthen the security of sheds by reinforcing door hinges, fitting doors with non-returnable screws 

or coach bolts. 
 Do not leave tools and equipment in gardens but keep them locked away and consider securing 

these with cables and chains with robust padlocks. 
 Have power tools, garden implements and pedal cycles security marked with a post code and house 

number and deterrent warning stickers placed on the shed/garage/outbuilding windows. Use an ultra 
violet pen, or a permanent marker pen on more heavy duty items such as lawn mowers. 

*     *     * 

For further information about any of these topics or about Neighbourhood Watch, contact: 
David Gresswell – Area Co-ordinator, Flackwell Heath 
(Tel: 525019   e-mail: flackwell-nhwatch@talktalk.net) 

 
Police General & Non-emergency number: 101 

Public Safety Team (Anti-social behaviour): 01494 421087 
Crimestoppers (Anonymous): 0800 555 111 

Trading Standards (Consumer Direct): 0845 4 04 05 06 
ACTION FRAUD: 0300 123 2040 (http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/) 

NHS: 111 
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The best way to protect you and your computer against the 
many forms of Cybercrime, is to use a secure antivirus program 
and a reliable anti-Malware program.  Many of the FREE 
versions are perfectly adequate if used sensibly.  Also, never 
open programs or email attachments unless you are sure of 
their origins – even if they appear to have been sent by a friend. 
They may in fact be malicious.


